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Most naval buffs know what American PT-Boats
looked like. Everyone is familiar with PT-109, right?
The sleek lines of the Elco 80-ft PT-Boat are
unmistakable. And then of course there was the 78-ft
Higgins design that also served so well throughout the
war. These were the two types of boats that first met
the enemy in the fierce engagements of the war’s early
months and then continued to earn laurels until war’s
end. Right? Wrong!

In fact, those early encounters with the enemy in
the Philippines (resulting in the best seller They Were
Expendable by Robert L. White and the subsequent
John Ford movie) as well as the battles with the
“Tokyo Express” in the Solomons during the campaign
for Guadalcanal, were all fought by PT-Boats of a
design that comparatively few are familiar with. This
was the Elco 77-footer, a virtually forgotten boat in the
annals of popular PT-Boat lore. Even when they made
the movie version of They Were Expendable, John

Wayne could be seen at the helm of his Elco 80-footer,
a design that was not in production until months after
the fall of the Philippines. (In all fairness, this was an
understandable expedience as there were virtually no
77-ft boats in the country at the time of the filming.)

I have often sought suitable words to describe the
appearance of the Elco 77-ft design. The later 80-ft
boat bore absolutely no resemblance to its predecessor
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The story of the American PT-Boats fighting the
Japanese in the Pacific during WWII is a well-
known chapter in naval history. The notoriety

the boats achieved during, and then long after, WWII

can be traced to a number of
sources. The dashing courage of
the men who, while skipping from
wave to wave at 70-kts, had the
audacity to challenge the Imperial
Japanese Fleet (and claim results)
most certainly caught the public’s
eye thanks to the efforts of
romantic writers who could find
little else to be enthusiastic about

in the early months of the war.
The charisma generated by the

small craft remained strong after
the end of the war thanks to

Hollywood movies and the publicity
received by a President with regard to

his wartime exploits.

PT-BOAT
The Elco 77-foot PT-Boats were 
ready and available when 
America most needed them
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Powerful Packard V-12 4M-2500 was capable of producing
1200- to 1500-hp, depending on variant.

Faithful Browning M2 .50-cal twin
machine guns on a 77-ft Elco boat.

The 20mm Oerlikon provided an extra
punch for the 77-ft Elcos, including this
example in the Solomons.

Mark VI 300-lb Type C depth charges.

Squadron Two PTs cruising in New York
harbor during November 1941.

The Forgotten

Cover for W.L. White’s
immensely popular They
Were Expendable.

White’s book was made
into an equally popular movie starring
Robert Montgomery and John Wayne.


